THE NAMING OF THE HYDROUS MAGNESIUM BORATE MINERALS FROM BORON, CALIFORNIA—A PRELIMINARY NOTE*
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Considerable confusion exists in the naming of the two hydrous magnesium borate minerals from the Open Pit at Boron, California. These minerals have only recently been discovered in the sediments overlying the borax and kernite and were described by Frondel and Morgan (1956) and by Frondel, Morgan, and Waugh (1956). The latter group considered one of these minerals to be new and named it lesserite. However, both of these minerals had been described previously as the new minerals inderite (Boldyreva, 1937) and kurnakovite (Godlevsky, 1940); both occur at the Inder borate deposit in western Kazakhstan, U.S.S.R.

The uncertainty as to the identity of the minerals from Boron has been augmented by partly inaccurate optical determinations originally given for inderite, the incorrect formula derived for kurnakovite, and the incorrect interpretation by Heinrich (1946) of the original X-ray powder diffraction data for inderite. No X-ray powder diffraction data for type kurnakovite have been published. The information available to us indicated strongly the identity of both of the California minerals with the two Russian minerals, inderite and kurnakovite. All doubt of this identity is now removed by the receipt from Prof. Dr. M. A. Valyashko of X-ray powder diffraction data we requested of an authenticated specimen of kurnakovite from Inder. These data are in agreement with those published by Heinrich for his "American material" and with those obtained by us on numerous samples from Boron, California.

Comparison of X-ray, optical, and chemical properties obtained during our detailed study of these minerals with those given for type inderite (Boldyreva, 1937; Boldyreva and Egorova, 1937), synthetic inderite (Feigelson et al., 1939; Nikolaev and Chelishcheva, 1940), type kurnakovite (Godlevsky, 1940), and synthetic kurnakovite (Spiryagina, 1949) now makes it possible to define inderite and kurnakovite as dimorphs of $\text{Mg}_2\text{B}_6\text{O}_{11}\cdot 15\text{H}_2\text{O}$. The so-called "lesserite" is identical with type inderite. Some of our conclusions previously had been suggested by D'Ans and Behrendt (1957), by Dr. Robert Kühn (1959) of Hannover, Germany (also, written communication, 1958), and by Richard C. Erd of the U. S. Geological Survey (written communication, 1958).

This preliminary note is presented to prevent further confusion in the

* Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
Taer,n 1. Classrlrcarror on rnn Ilynnous MAGNESTuM Bonlrr Mrxrnar.s
Inderite, Mg2B6otr. 15H2O
Monoclinic

“lesserite” of Fron-del, Morgan, and Waugh (1956)

“lesserite” of Mues-sig (1959)

“inderite” of Feigel-son et al. (1939)

“inderite” of D’Ans and Behrendt (1957)

“inderite” of Hein- rich (1946)

“inderite” of Muessig (1959)

“inderite” of Hein- rich (1946)

“inderite” of Muessig and Allen (1957)

“inderite” of Hein- rich (1946)

“inderite” of Muessig (1959)

Kurnakovite, Mg2B6otr. 15H2O
Triclinic

“inderite” of Spir-yagina (1949)

“inderite” of Frondel and Morgan (1956)

* The incorrect names assigned by the designated investigators are given in quotes.

designation of these two hydrous magnesium borates. Table 1 summarizes the results of our investigations. The detailed evidence on which the above conclusions are based will be presented in a later paper.
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JACOBSITE FROM THE NEGEV, ISRAEL

GERALD KATZ, Israel Atomic Energy Commission, Rehovoth, Israel.

The specimen of jacobsite investigated is the first reported occurrence from Israel and the middle east. The sample was not found in situ but obtained from a large boulder (approximately 1 cubic meter) which was mined from the vicinity of “manganese hill,” 26 miles North of Eilat, in the Southern Negev (Sturm 1953 and Bentor 1956). All subsequent analyses were performed on a “fist-sized” sample removed from this boulder.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND COMPOSITION

In appearance, the specimen was predominantly of a deep black color, exhibiting a brownish-black streak test. It was very magnetic, being able to support a 3 inch alnico horse-shoe magnet with 1 cm² pole pieces. The hardness on the Mohs scale was just below 6 of feldspar. It was quite difficult to cut the specimen with a carborundum saw and sections were made using a diamond saw. No regular cleavage was observed and only an irregular fracture was obtainable.

Spectrochemical analysis indicated iron and manganese to be the major elements present plus small amounts of silicon, aluminium, barium and traces of other elements. Wet chemical analysis gave a content of:

- 29.0% manganese by weight
- 14.6% iron by weight

POLISHED SURFACE STUDIES*

The specimen is of complex mineralogy, very fine grained, considerably oxidized, and in general, a particularly difficult problem for mineralogical study. Fig. 1. is a photomicrograph made under low magnification. The very bright small particles (low left center) are hematite. The smooth fairly bright areas are jacobsite; the brightness varies as it is oxidized and hydrated to limonite, which most of the darker areas represent. In addition to jacobsite and hematite, several other phases are discernible. A

* Study performed by Dr. C. Milton of the U. S. Geological Survey, Washington 25, D. C.